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Abstract
Nuclear fusion is foreseen as one of the options for future energy pro-
duction. One of the remaining scientific challenges for establishing the
physics basis of future magnetic fusion reactors is to find scenarios where
the impurity content in the core can be kept low. High concentration
of impurities leads to dilution and radiative energy losses and is detri-
mental for fusion reactivity. Therefore the understanding and control of
impurity transport is of critical importance for the success of fusion.
Impurity transport in fusion plasmas is dominated by turbulent fluc-
tuations. This thesis addresses the effect of poloidal asymmetries and the
role of electromagnetic effects on turbulent impurity transport. Trans-
port driven by ion temperature gradient (ITG) mode, trapped electron
(TE) mode and kinetic ballooning mode (KBM) turbulence is studied
through gyrokinetic modeling. It is shown that poloidal asymmetries
significantly affect radial transport, and could be a contributing reason
for the experimentally observed decrease of impurity core content in the
presence of plasma heating through radiofrequency waves. Furthermore,
we show that the value of the ratio of plasma pressure to magnetic pres-
sure can affect the impurity peaking, which is typically found to be lower
in KBM turbulence than in ITG turbulence.
Keywords: fusion plasma physics, tokamak, transport, turbulence, gy-
rokinetic, impurity, poloidal asymmetry
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Chapter 1
Introduction
At present time, mankind is in an increasing demand of energy produc-
tion. All existing energy sources have their drawbacks, and the search
for new sustainable alternatives is one of our most important challenges.
Many of today’s most utilized technologies put large loads on the envi-
ronment, and global warming is an evident reality [1].
Thermonuclear fusion is a possible candidate of becoming a long-
term option to meet our requirements on energy production. Fusion is
the harvest of the high energy content of atomic nuclei, by extracting the
energy released when light nuclei combine into heavier ones. In contrast,
today existing nuclear reactors implement fission which means splitting
heavy nuclei into lighter ones. Fusion has many advantages over fission,
specially with respect to safety and radioactive waste, but remains un-
realized as a reactor concept even though the idea is about 90 years old
[2]. Still the effect of fusion is everyday around us since it is the process
which generates the energy of the Sun and the stars. The reason why
energy production through fusion on Earth is complicated stems from
the high temperatures required to maintain the fusion reactions. The
most feasible fusion reaction is between the heavier isotopes of hydrogen,
deuterium and tritium [3]:
D + T → 4He + n + 17.6 MeV.
To overcome the Coulomb repulsion between the positively charged nu-
clei and sustain the process with a reasonable efficiency, requires a tem-
perature of ∼ 108 K. At this high temperature atoms and molecules
are no longer intact, and the medium enters the plasma state of matter
consisting of free ions and electrons.
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There are three ways to control a fusion plasma: The stars use the
gravitational force to confine the plasma, but this method is not prac-
tical on Earth. The second method is to compress small fuel pellets to
high densities with ultra-intense lasers and utilize the inertia of the mat-
ter, it is called inertial confinement. Although a few countries conduct
research in this area there is a skepticism about its practicality and cost-
effectiveness. The method commonly believed to be the main candidate
is instead magnetic confinement.
Magnetic confinement of fusion plasmas take advantage of the fact
that the particles of plasmas are charged, and can therefore be con-
trolled by magnetic fields through the Lorentz force. The only three-
dimensional topology with non-vanishing continuous tangent vector field
is the torus. Accordingly, to prevent high losses, many magnetic con-
finement devices have toroidal geometries. To date the most successful
device is the tokamak with an axisymmetric twisted magnetic field (up
to ∼ 10 T), created by external coils and an induced plasma current
(of the order 10 MA). The twist is necessary in order to avoid losses
through particle drifts.
One of the main indicators of how well a fusion device performs is the
achieved value of the fusion triple product niTiτE, which is the product
of the ion density and temperature (i.e. ion pressure) together with
the energy confinement time, τE. The latter is a measure of how long
energy, created from fusion reactions, stays in the plasma and a high
enough value is required for the fusion reaction to be self-sustained.
The tokamak holding the current world record for highest fusion triple
product is the JT-60U experiment in Japan [4]. However, the tokamak
with the largest produced fusion power is JET in the UK, which in
1997 produced 16 MW of fusion power – 65% of the input power. JET
is also the largest existing fusion experiment. The next step for the
magnetic confinement fusion community is ITER under construction in
Cadarache, France. It will be an even bigger experiment with the overall
goal to demonstrate the technical feasibility of fusion energy production,
and is expected to produce 500 MW fusion power from 50 MW input
power [5, 6].
To improve confinement, and by that increase the energy confine-
ment time, the radial particle- and energy fluxes should be minimized.
The magnetic field lines of a tokamak trace out nested toroidal flux sur-
faces and a charged particle, if it would not interact with other charged
particles, will always be in the close vicinity of a certain flux surface.
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However due to the long range nature of the Coulomb force, the charged
particles will always interact with each other through Coulomb colli-
sions. The early way of describing transport processes in tokamaks was
through a diffusive model based on the Coulomb interaction, the ”neo-
classical” transport model [7]. From experiments it was soon realized
that this model only describes an irreducible minimum to the level of
transport experienced in tokamaks, and typically it is overshadowed by a
larger level from plasma turbulence. Plasma turbulence can be generated
through various kinds of small-scale low-frequency fluctuations, referred
to as microinstabilities, which are driven by the density and temperature
gradients. Because of the complexity and nonlinearity of plasma turbu-
lence there exist no general theory to describe it, only models with dif-
ferent degree of sophistication. Purely analytical models are too coarse
to give a satisfactory explanation and one has to resort to nonlinear ki-
netic simulation codes. This field has experienced fast progress in recent
years, together with the rapid increase of computer performance and
development of supercomputers. Nevertheless, reduced models are still
important to understand underlying physical mechanisms and ease the
interpretation of simulation results.
Besides analyzing the radial fluxes of the main plasma species (i.e.
fuel ions and electrons) it is also desirable to describe the behavior of im-
purity ion species. Impurities are ubiquitous in fusion plasmas, foremost
in form of alpha particles (4He2+) as a rest product of the D-T fusion
reaction, but impurities of higher charge can also enter the plasma by
sputtering, arcing and evaporation of the surrounding wall surface, or
even artificially by impurity seeding. The presence of impurities leads
to plasma dilution and radiative energy losses, and therefore results in a
degradation of fusion performance. Specially impurities of high charge
are detrimental, mainly because radiation losses are proportional to the
square of the charge number, Z2 [3]. The impurity concentration is
typically low compared to the main species, but even a small content
can cause severe problems if Z is high. In a steady state, the particle
density profiles of a tokamak are usually peaked meaning that the den-
sity is highest in the core and decreases in the radial direction. This is
also often true for the impurity species. Since the core is the location
where most fusion reactions take place (the temperature is also highest
in the core) it is undesirable to have impurities accumulating there. In
contrast, at the plasma edge impurities can be beneficial through mit-
igation of the heat loads on the surrounding walls. Consequently it is
3
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interesting to look for scenarios where impurities are transported out of
the core into the edge region.
4
Chapter 2
Basic theory of magnetized
toroidal fusion plasmas
The aim of the present chapter is to introduce some fundamental con-
cepts of plasmas, and in particular of toroidally shaped fusion plasmas
in strong magnetic fields.
2.1 Magnetized fusion plasmas
A plasma consists of charged particle species, electrons and ions (not
necessarily fully ionized), which on a macroscopic level balance each
other according to the quasi-neutrality condition [8]
ne =
∑
i
Zini. (2.1)
Here ne is the electron density while ni and Zi are the particle density
and charge of ion species i (including impurity ions). This condition is
valid on length scales significantly larger than the electron Debye length
λDe =
√
0Te/e2ne and for time scales longer than the inverse plasma
frequency ω−1pe =
√
me0/e2ne, where e is the electron charge, me the
electron mass and 0 the vacuum permittivity. For the center of a typical
fusion plasma, where the temperature is Te ∼ 10 keV and the density
ne ∼ 1020 m−3, these quantities can be of the order λDe ∼ 10−4 m and
ω−1pe ∼ 10−11 s.
Out of all possible nuclear fusion reactions, the one with the largest
cross section at reasonably achievable temperatures is between deu-
terium (D) and tritium (T), the heavier isotopes of hydrogen [3]. Be-
5
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cause of this a future fusion reactor is expected to operate with D-T
fuel. However due to the radioactive properties of T and the difficulty
of handling it, most fusion plasma experiments today use a single main
ion species which is usually either deuterium or ordinary hydrogen. In
transport theory it is consequently customary to assume that the main
ion species is of charge Zi = 1. Experimentally there will always be an
amount of other ions present in the plasma, referred to as impurities,
which can enter as a rest product of the fusion reactions or through
plasma interaction with the surrounding wall. These impurity species
are normally in significantly smaller contents than the main species, but
can still have a major impact on the plasma. It is useful to introduce
a quantity which is a measure of the purity of the plasma, and this is
referred to as the effective ion charge Zeff =
∑
i
Z2i ni/ne. For a pure
hydrogenic plasma Zeff = 1, and it increases with the impurity content.
The Bremsstrahlung radiation losses are directly proportional to Zeff ,
and because of this the presence of high-Z impurities can lead to severe
energy losses through radiation, even in small quantities. Moreover im-
purities also dilute the plasma, and together these effects can result in
a heavy degradation of fusion reactivity.
2.2 Charged particle motion in strong magnetic
fields
The motion of charged particles in a strong magnetic field is character-
ized by rapid gyration around the magnetic field lines. In a homogeneous
magnetic field of strength B, the gyration frequency of species α is given
by Ωα = eαB/mα, and is consequently a function of charge and mass
[7]. The Larmor radius of the gyration is ρα = v⊥/Ωα, where v⊥ de-
notes the magnitude of the particle velocity component perpendicular
to the magnetic field. In a strongly magnetized plasma the Coulomb
collision frequency of species α should be much smaller than the gyro-
frequency, να  Ωα, and the ion Larmor radius (ρe  ρi) should be
much smaller than the characteristic length scale on which equilibrium
plasma parameters vary (e.g. density scale length Lnα = |∇ lnnα|−1
and temperature scale length LTα = |∇ lnTα|−1), ρi  L. We will show
later that these assumptions permit doing expansions in the smallness
of certain parameters, useful in transport theory.
It is convenient to decompose the particle position into the guiding
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center position and the gyro motion, r = R+b×v/Ωα ≡ R+ρ with b =
B/B. In a homogeneous magnetic field the guiding center motion will
be simply given by R˙ = v‖b, where v‖ is the magnitude of the particle
velocity component parallel to the magnetic field. In spatially varying
magnetic fields and in the presence of electric fields, perpendicular drifts
and the magnetic mirror force arise. The perpendicular drift velocity
can be written
vd = R˙⊥ =
E×B
B2
+
v2⊥
2Ωα
b×∇ lnB +
v2‖
Ωα
b× κ, (2.2)
where the derivation assumes that the drift velocity is small compared
to the particle velocity, |vd|  |v|. Here κ = −b × (∇× b) is the
curvature vector of the magnetic field. The first term in Eq. 2.2 is the
E×B drift velocity, independent of the particle charge and mass. The
other two terms together represent the magnetic drift velocity due to
inhomogeneities in the magnetic field, composed of the grad-B drift and
the curvature drift. Because of their 1/Ωα dependence they depend on
the particle charge and mass, and are in opposite direction for electrons
and ions.
The magnetic mirror force acts in the direction parallel to the mag-
netic field and its magnitude is µ∇‖B, where µ = mαv2⊥/ (2B) is the
magnetic moment of the gyrating particle. The force arises because the
magnetic moment is an adiabatic invariant, meaning that over slow spa-
tial and temporal changes of magnetic field strength the particle velocity
will change to keep µ constant. This combined with the preservation of
the total particle energy E = mαv2/2 + eαφ, with φ being the electro-
static potential, results in a counteraction of particle motion with the
gradient of B.
2.3 Magnetic geometry
The magnetic fields of a toroidal axisymmetric magnetic fusion device
closely describe an ideal toroidal magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) equilib-
rium [9], where the plasma particle pressure p is balanced by a magnetic
force according to
j×B = ∇p, (2.3)
where j is the total current density. It is possible to show that as a con-
sequence, the magnetic geometry of an axisymmetric magnetic fusion
device is characterized by closed field lines that lie within a doughnut
7
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shape, where the long way around is referred to as the toroidal direction
and the short way as the poloidal direction. It is useful to introduce
toroidal/poloidal coordinates (r, θ, ϕ) which relates to Cartesian coordi-
nates (x, y, z) by
x = (R0 + r cos θ) cosϕ
y = (R0 + r cos θ) sinϕ
z = r sin θ.
(2.4)
The physical quantities are 2pi-periodic in the toroidal angle ϕ and
poloidal angle θ for fixed r. R0 and r denote the major and minor radii,
and r = a at the edge of a device with circular cross section (which is
usually not valid in real experiments but often used as an approximation
in theory). The parameters are illustrated in Fig. 2.1. The ratio R0/r
is normally referred to as the aspect ratio while  = r/R0 is the inverse
aspect ratio, in theory it is common to analyze the large-aspect-ratio
limit (  1). A tokamak has a twisted magnetic field, i.e. both a
toroidal Bϕ and a poloidal Bθ component, in order to cancel out the
particle drifts described by Eq. 2.2 on a particle orbit average. A purely
toroidal field would result in charge separation through the magnetic
drifts and a rising electric field, this field then leads to severe radial
losses by the E ×B drift. Because of the twist, particles spend half of
their time drifting away from a given radial location, and half of their
time approaching it. The field lines trace out magnetic surfaces referred
to as flux surfaces (this concept is illustrated in Fig. 2.1). These are sur-
faces of constant particle pressure which the currents flow within. Even
the density and temperature of each species are in the usual situation
approximately constant over a flux surface. However, as will be further
discussed in this thesis, there are physical phenomena (e.g. plasma ro-
tation and RF heating) that can cause significant asymmetries to arise
for certain species. Specially high-Z impurities are prone to be affected,
due to their large charge and mass.
Experimentally the flux surfaces are normally not circular over a
cross section and it is customary to use a flux function as radial coordi-
nate (instead of r in Eq. 2.4), which is constant on a flux surface. The
common choice is the poloidal magnetic flux between the surface and the
magnetic axis divided by 2pi, ψ = Ψp/2pi, but another convenient choice
is the toroidal flux χt = ΨT /2pi. Considering an infinitesimal annulus
between two flux surfaces separated by dr, as illustrated in Fig. 2.2, the
differential poloidal flux is written dΨp = 2piRBθdr [8]. Both ψ and χt
are radially monotonously increasing and can be written as functions
8
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r
θ
ϕ
0R
Figure 2.1: Toroidal geometry, with the parameters (r, θ, ϕ), illustrating
twisted magnetic field lines and the concept of flux surfaces. Ob-
serve that the twist has been exaggerated and in reality there is
typically less than one poloidal turn per toroidal turn.
of each other. It can be shown that a possible vector potential associ-
ated with B, i.e. B = ∇ ×A, is A = χt∇θ − ψ∇ϕ [9]. An important
flux surface parameter is the safety factor, q (ψ) = dχt (ψ) /dψ, which
is a measure of the helical ”twistedness” of the field lines. The safety
factor is dimensionless and tells how many toroidal turns are required
to encircle the flux surface once poloidally, when following a magnetic
field line. In the large-aspect-ratio limit the safety factor can be approx-
imated as q ≈ (rBϕ) / (R0Bθ). To avoid major instabilities the safety
factor should be kept above 1 everywhere in a tokamak, this means that
the toroidal magnetic field component has to be significantly larger than
the poloidal component. Another important parameter is the magnetic
shear, s = r d (ln q) /dr, saying how q changes radially when changing
flux surface. In tokamaks s is usually positive implying that q increases
monotonously from the center to the edge, however there are scenarios
where a negative s can be beneficial.
A common geometry to analyze theoretically (which we employ in
this thesis) is the large-aspect-ratio limit with circular cross section and
small plasma pressure compared to the magnetic field pressure (β ≡
2µ0p/B
2  1). Then the equilibrium is very simple and the magnetic
field strength is given by B = B0/ (1 +  cos θ), with B0 being the field
strength on the axis. Most tokamaks however are non-circular and β can
be a few percent. For shaped equilibria and high β one must solve the
Grad-Shafranov equation [8] to find the equilibrium, codes simulating
tokamak transport usually have a model to parameterize the plasma in
9
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pdΨ
TdΨ
dr
Figure 2.2: Flux annulus of width dr containing the poloidal flux dΨp and
toroidal flux dΨT (adapted from [8]).
this equilibrium.
The magnetic field strength is inversely proportional toR =
√
x2 + y2,
i.e. B ∝ 1/R. As a consequence of this, the mirror force described earlier
gives rise to the phenomenon of trapped particles. The trapped particles
are particles with so high magnetic moment as compared to their kinetic
energy, that they are not able to make a complete poloidal turn before
they are reflected back by the mirror force. They are therefore trapped
on the low-field-side, which implies that they bounce back and forth in
the outboard side of the torus. The poloidal projections of their guiding
center trajectories have banana shapes and are commonly referred to
as banana orbits [7]. The phenomenon is illustrated in Fig. 2.3. The
trapped particles constitute a fraction ∼ √ of the total number of par-
ticles which is normally small, still they can be responsible for a major
part of the radial transport.
The drifts described by Eq. 2.2 apply to single charged particles in
a strong magnetic field. Often it is useful to describe a fusion plasma
through a statistical approach or as a fluid, rather than a collection of
discrete particles. It is then possible to see that another macroscopic
drift arises, which is present even in the absence of single particle guid-
ing center drifts. This drift is called the diamagnetic drift and is due to
the inevitable pressure gradient (i.e. gradient of density and/or temper-
ature) present in magnetic fusion plasmas. The name of the drift stems
from the fact that plasmas are naturally diamagnetic, i.e. the gyro orbits
of the charged particles produce small magnetic fields being in the oppo-
site direction to the total magnetic field [8]. The drift can be understood
from the simple picture in Fig. 2.4 [1]. If the plasma density is larger at
the top than at the bottom, there are more ions going to the left than to
10
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Figure 2.3: The upper figure shows the banana orbit of a trapped particle,
illustrating how it bounces back and forth on the low-field-side
of the torus. The lower figure shows the poloidal projection for
the orbit of a passing particle (left) and trapped particle (right)
(figures from [8]).
11
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the right. Similarly if the plasma temperature is larger at the top, the
ions going to the left have larger velocity on average than the ions going
to the right. The ion fluid in a small volume element consequently has
an average flow towards left. This is the ion diamagnetic drift, denoted
by vDi. The electron diamagnetic drift vDe is in the opposite direction,
due to the negative charge and the corresponding reversed direction of
the electron gyration.
BDi
v Dev
Ions Electrons 
p∇
Figure 2.4: Illustration of how the diamagnetic drift arise (adapted from [1]).
Note that the electron gyro orbit has been exaggerated, as com-
pared to the ion.
2.4 Transport theory
A major part of the theoretical work for toroidal magnetized fusion plas-
mas is directed towards the understanding of the radial transport of par-
ticles and energy. It is intuitive to realize that to maximize the energy
confinement time, one should search for configurations where the out-
ward radial transport of electrons and main ions is minimized. At the
same time it is desirable with transport of impurities out of the core to
the edge of a plasma. The largest contribution to the radial transport is
usually caused by small scale collective instabilities, typically driven by
the gradients of density and temperature. A main objective of transport
theory is to understand and predict the numerous different instabilities
that can arise in a fusion plasma. Large scale magnetohydrodynamic
(MHD) instabilities can also occur, sometimes leading to disruptions
which can cause termination of a tokamak plasma and should conse-
quently be avoided. These instabilities can be prevented by operating
the plasma in the right regimes.
Since a fusion plasma is a collection of ∼ 1020 charged particles it
12
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is not possible to follow the evolution of each individual particle in a
tractable way. The most sophisticated existing description is the kinetic
theory which describes each plasma species α through its phase space
distribution function fα (t, r,v), where t is time, r position and v ve-
locity. From the distribution function macroscopic quantities, such as
densities, fluxes, flows and currents, can be determined by taking appro-
priate moments and averages. The evolution of the distribution function
is determined from the Fokker-Planck equation [8]
dfα
dt
≡ ∂fα
∂t
+ v · ∇fα + eα
mα
(E + v ×B) · ∂fα
∂v
= Cα [fα] , (2.5)
where eα and mα are the charge and mass of the species, and eα (E +
v ×B) /mα is the acceleration due to the Lorentz force. Cα [fα] =∑
bCαb [fα, fb] is the Coulomb collision operator describing the change
in distribution as a result of Coulomb collisions with all plasma species
(Cαb [fα, fb] describes collisions of species α on species b). E and B
represent the macroscopic electric and magnetic fields. The microscopic
parts of these fields, which are fluctuating on spatial scales comparable to
or smaller than the Debye length, are contained in the collision operator.
A plasma is completely described in a self-consistent way by the Fokker-
Planck equation coupled with Maxwell’s equations. The problem is that
this system of equations is highly complex and tedious to treat in reality,
and often one resorts to different simplifications.
In collisional transport theory, appropriate for quiescent plasmas, the
macroscopic fields in Eq. 2.5 are often not determined self-consistently
by coupling to Maxwell’s equations [10]. In classical theory the fields
are simply replaced by given external fields, E ≈ E0 and B ≈ B0, where
E0, B0 are stationary and homogeneous. Neoclassical transport theory
takes the toroidal magnetic geometry into account, with E and B ob-
tained from an equilibrium solution of the macroscopic MHD equations.
Common to these approaches is that the fields are determined indepen-
dently of the particle distribution functions, and then substituted into
Eq. 2.5 as given functions.
In contrast to collisional transport theory, turbulent transport theory
(discussed in Chapter 3) introduces fluctuating fields into Eq. 2.5 and
couples it to Maxwell’s equations. For a turbulent plasma a statistical
description is best suited.
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2.4.1 Fluid approach
As earlier mentioned we obtain interesting macroscopic quantities by
taking velocity moments of fα, i.e. integrating over velocity space:∫
d3v ≡
∫ ∞
−∞
dv‖
∫ ∞
0
dv⊥ v⊥
∫ 2pi
0
dς. For example, the particle den-
sity is obtained as the 0th moment, nα (t, r) =
∫
fα (t, r,v) d
3v. It is
convenient to denote the average of a quantity A over the particle distri-
bution by 〈A〉f ≡
∫
Afαd
3v/nα. Now the local particle temperature can
be defined as Tα (t, r) ≡
〈
mα (v −Vα)2
〉
f
/3, where Vα (t, r) = 〈v〉f is
the macroscopic fluid velocity.
One way to proceed from Eq. 2.5 is by forming velocity moments
of the equation, and by this approach we obtain fluid equations. The{
1,mv,mv2/2
}
velocity moments of Eq. 2.5 describe the conservation
properties of particles, momentum and energy [7]
∂nα
∂t
+∇ · (nαVα) = 0, (2.6)
∂mαnαVα
∂t
+∇ ·Πα = nαeα (E + Vα ×B) +
∫
d3vCα [fα]mαv, (2.7)
∂
∂t
(
3nαTα
2
+
mαnαV
2
α
2
)
+∇ ·Qα = nαeαE ·Vα +
∫
d3vCα [fα]
mαv
2
2
.
(2.8)
Here we have introduced the momentum flux tensor (Πα)jk ≡
〈mαnαvjvk〉f and the energy flux Qα ≡ mαnα
〈
v2v
〉
f
/2. The last terms
of Eq. 2.7 and Eq. 2.8 can be rewritten by introducing the friction force
Rα ≡
∫
d3vCα [fα]mαv and the rate of thermal energy transfer
Qα ≡
∫
d3vCα [fα]mα |v −Vα|2 /2 =
∫
d3vCα [fα]mαv
2/2−Rα ·Vα,
consequently these quantities describe the Coulomb interaction with
other species.
One important objective of transport theory is to determine the
space-time evolution of nα, Vα and Tα for all plasma species. To per-
form simulations based on the fluid equations is a widespread approach,
but the major issue with the fluid equations is that each moment equa-
tion couples to one higher up in the hierarchy. This means that it is not
possible to obtain a closed system of equations, since we would need to
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take an infinite number of moments. To obtain closure one must intro-
duce approximations. That is the reason why a kinetic approach is more
sophisticated, but at the same time more expensive to use.
2.4.2 Drift kinetic and gyrokinetic approaches
To describe transport processes in fusion plasmas, it is usually not nec-
essary to resolve time scales comparable to or faster than the rapid ion
gyro motion. By making use of the smallness of the Larmor radius as
compared to the typical length scales, a gyro-phase averaging can be
performed on the kinetic equation. This implies that we only follow
the distribution of particle guiding centers and ignore the gyro-phase,
thus reducing the description from 6D phase-space to 5 dimensions. In
collisional transport theory considering toroidally symmetric fields the
so called drift kinetic equation is mainly used, representing particles as
drifting guiding centers with a charge and magnetic dipole moment. For
turbulent transport, which we will treat in Chapter 3, the gyrokinetic
equation is more suitable because it allows for sharp spatial variations
in perturbed fields and also for distributions on as small scale as the
electron Larmor radius.
2.4.3 Fluxes
The different fluxes in a plasma are produced by the thermodynamic
forces, related to the spatial inhomogeneities such as the density and
temperature gradients, ∇nα and ∇Tα. As examples, from a simple ran-
dom walk estimate we can derive Fick’s law [7, 10] relating the local
diffusive collisional particle flux with the density gradient
Γα = −Dα∇nα, (2.9)
and Fourier’s law relating the local heat flux with the temperature gra-
dient
qα = −nαχα∇Tα. (2.10)
Here Dα is called the diffusion coefficient and χα the heat diffusivity.
We now let 〈A〉 denote the flux surface average of a quantity A. The
most important transport quantities of a magnetic fusion plasma are the
flux surface average of the cross-field particle and energy fluxes which we
denote by Γα⊥ and Qα⊥ respectively. If we know the species distribution
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function they can readily be calculated as
Γα⊥ ≡ 〈Γα · ∇ψ〉 =
〈∫
d3vfαv · ∇ψ
〉
(2.11)
and
Qα⊥ ≡ 〈Qα · ∇ψ〉 =
〈∫
d3v
mαv
2
2
fαv · ∇ψ
〉
. (2.12)
It is often the case that the cross-field particle flux can be divided
into separate contributions as,
Γα⊥ = −Dα∇⊥nα −Hα∇⊥Tα − nαVα. (2.13)
The three terms on the right hand side of Eq. 2.13 represent diffusion,
thermodiffusion and convective flux (“pinch flux”) respectively. The co-
efficients Dα, Hα and Vα are free to depend on other plasma parameters.
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Turbulent transport
Experimentally measured radial fluxes of particles and energy are usually
greater than what would be expected from collisional transport theory
[9]. This enhanced anomalous transport is attributed to small-scale tur-
bulent fluctuations called microinstabilities. These instabilities saturate
at a low amplitude, as compared to background average quantities, due
to nonlinear mechanisms. The fluctuating electric fields make the parti-
cles E×B drift radially in a random manner. The fluctuation amplitude
is typically small, with δn/n0 (ratio of fluctuating and mean parts of the
density) being less than 1% in the core. Closer to the edge the amplitude
of the fluctuations can be larger, but in this thesis the main focus is on
core turbulence. In the absence of turbulent fluctuations neoclassical
transport dominates.
The number of different kinds of modes (or waves) that can exist in
a plasma is large, as compared to vacuum where only electromagnetic
waves can propagate [10]. In a Fourier description each mode is charac-
terized by its wave vector k and frequency ω = ωr+iγ, and the dispersion
equation relating them. Any plasmadynamical quantity Q (e.g. density,
pressure, velocity, electric potential,...) can be represented in the form
Q = Q0 + δQ, where Q0 = 〈Q〉ens is the ensemble average of Q and δQ
is a deviation from Q0 (the fluctuation). In a linear description, where
the perturbations remain small, δQ ∝ exp (ik · r− iωt). Then ωr is the
fluctuation frequency while γ is either the damping rate, if γ < 0, or
growth rate, if γ > 0. The latter case characterizes an unstable mode.
For a linearly unstable mode, the amplitude of δQ will grow in time, and
therefore the nonlinear terms (previously neglected) will become more
important and lead to interactions between several linear modes. This
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generally leads to a complex rearrangement of the plasma structure and
the state becomes truly turbulent. The level of transport is determined
by the saturation amplitude of the perturbed quantities and assuming
different saturation mechanisms result in different diffusivities.
3.1 Microinstabilities
In a spatially inhomogeneous plasma, so called drift waves appear. They
are driven by the free energy source stored in the gradients, and play a
crucial role in the mechanism of anomalous transport. The free energy
can become accessible for waves, which can then be destabilized. This
can be provided through mechanisms such as unfavorable magnetic cur-
vature and parallel compressibility. We can classify microinstabilities
into various modes according to the variety of free energy source, acces-
sibility mechanism and magnetic geometry. Two of the most important
electrostatic drift wave types are the ion temperature gradient (ITG)
mode and the trapped electron (TE) mode, and they will be further
discussed in this thesis.
The microinstabilities have spatial scales which are typically signif-
icantly longer than the Debye length and are relatively slow, so that
quasineutrality
∑
α eαδnα = 0 (where δnα is the perturbed density) is
a good approximation. Quasineutrality can therefore be used to obtain
an electrostatic dispersion relation from the density responses of the
different species. Furthermore the microinstabilities have much lower
frequencies than the gyro frequencies (Ωe, Ωi), and it is therefore appro-
priate to use gyro-averaged equations. Several types of microinstabilities
also have lower frequency than the trapped electron bounce frequency,
allowing for bounce averaged electron equations. As a consequence of
this averaging operator the parallel dynamics is annihilated for trapped
electrons.
When analyzing microinstabilities it is sometimes sufficient to focus
on electrostatic perturbations and neglect magnetic field perturbations.
In Appendix A of Ref. [10] an order-of-magnitude estimate is presented
which shows that (|δB| /B) / (δne/n) ∼ β, and since β is usually small
we conclude that the electrostatic approximation is often valid. Still
there are scenarios when β can be relatively high and simulation codes
often allow for the inclusion of magnetic field perturbations. In the
present thesis the main focus is on electrostatic turbulence and this is
what will be mostly discussed, but paper D includes a study of electro-
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magnetic turbulence.
3.1.1 Ion temperature gradient mode
As the name suggests the ITG mode is driven by the ion temperature
gradient. High central ion temperature is a requirement for magnetic fu-
sion and therefore large temperature gradients will be present. The ITG
modes are of primary interest and believed to be the major contributor
to anomalous ion thermal transport. ITG modes are sometimes called ηi
modes, where ηi ≡ d lnTi/d lnni, because they only occur if ηi exceeds
a certain value of order unity. The ITG modes primarily arise due to
bad magnetic curvature, destabilized by ∇B and curvature drifts, or by
parallel ion dynamics resonance. In the former case it is called toroidal
ITG mode since it is related to the geometry, while the latter case is
called slab ITG and appears even if the magnetic curvature is neglected.
The toroidal ITG mode can be interpreted as follows. The bad mag-
netic curvature of a tokamak is on the outboard, low-field side of the
torus. If a temperature perturbation emerge there, the magnetic drift of
particles have different velocities in different temperature regions. This
leads to a growing density perturbation out of phase with the temper-
ature perturbation. As a consequence of the density perturbation, a
potential perturbation is generated leading to E × B drift flows. The
phase between the perturbed flows and the temperature perturbation
is such that hot plasma transports to already higher temperature spots
of the perturbation. This results in a feedback mechanism leading to a
growing perturbation amplitude, and thus an instability. On the inboard
side of the torus, the direction of ∇T is opposite to that of ∇B, and the
feedback mechanism disappear. The dependence of the ITG drive on
poloidal angle is one of the reasons why it typically has the ”ballooning”
form of the mode structure.
A toroidal ITG mode typically has a frequency of ω ∼ kθρivT i/R,
where kθ is the poloidal mode number and vT i the thermal ion veloc-
ity. It propagates in the ion diamagnetic direction. When the mode fre-
quency falls below the trapped ion bounce frequency, ωbi = vT i
√
/ (qR),
trapped ion effects become destabilizing and the mode gradually evolves
into a trapped ion mode (TIM).
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3.1.2 Trapped electron mode
When the mode frequency is comparable to or lower than the trapped
particle bounce frequency, trapping effects become important. Trapped
particles spend most of their time in the bad curvature region on the low
field side of a torus, thus the magnetic curvature drift is not averaged
out as for passing particles. Local electric fields arise leading to E ×B
drifts and resulting in microinstabilities.
The trapped electron response is the dominant contribution to the
non-adiabatic electron response [11]. Therefore the TE mode, primarily
driven by the trapped electron toroidal precession resonance, is of in-
terest. The TE modes appear in the same wave number range as the
ITG modes, kθρi . 1, and with a similar frequency. TE modes can be
the dominant instabilities in scenarios where ηi is small, so that ITG
modes do not occur, and if the effective electron collisionality νeff is low
enough. Too frequent collisions lead to de-trapping of the trapped elec-
trons under a bounce period and thus to removal of the trapped electron
drive. The TE modes are typically driven by the density gradients 1/Ln
and/or the electron temperature gradient 1/LTe. Unlike ITG modes,
TE modes propagate in the electron diamagnetic direction.
TE modes can be divided into the dissipative (DTEM) and collision-
less (CTEM) classes. In the former energy is transferred from trapped
electrons to waves via trapped electron collisions, and it requires a strong
electron temperature gradient and high collisionality. Still the collision-
ality has to be low enough for the trapped electrons to execute a bounce
period before getting de-trapped. On average the typical trapped elec-
trons get de-trapped by collisions during one wave period but not during
the shorter bounce motion period. For the latter class energy is trans-
ferred to waves through wave-precession-drift resonance, and this type
is more likely to be destabilized in reactor relevant conditions with low
collisionality. Here collisions must be rare enough for trapped electrons
to precession drift around the torus more than once before getting de-
trapped by collisions. The collisionless TE mode is investigated carefully
in paper C and shown to be stabilized by increasing collisionality.
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3.2 Theoretical description
3.2.1 Adiabatic response
Since electrons can adjust quickly to potential variations, due to their
high velocity, a common approximation to make is the Boltzmann re-
sponse for the electron density
δne
n0
=
|e| δφ
Te
, (3.1)
where δφ is the fluctuating electrostatic potential (note that in the pa-
pers we refer to this simply as φ). This is called the adiabatic response
because of the reference to the relative slow timescale of a drift wave
compared to the electron transit motion, ω  k‖vTe where vTe is the
thermal electron velocity and k‖ the parallel wave number. Note that,
unlike electron drift waves, ITG modes can be driven unstable even with
adiabatic electron response.
A typical consequence of the adiabatic assumption is, as we will see
later, that it does not lead to any cross-field transport.
3.2.2 Gyrokinetic description
The gyrokinetic framework is particularly suitable to describe turbulent
fluctuations in plasmas, and the approach is based on the assumption
that the equilibrium quantities are slowly varying, while the perturba-
tions are smaller but more rapidly varying in space. The idea of gy-
rokinetics is that on the time scales and length scales of interest (here
for the turbulent fluctuations), it is typically not necessary to follow the
rapid gyro motion of particles, but rather look at the distribution of the
guiding centers. The equations can therefore be averaged over the gyro-
phase, thus reducing the description from 6D phase-space to 5D. The
equations can advantageously be derived using a different coordinate
system, such as guiding center coordinates (R, E , µ, ζ) (where ζ is the
gyro-phase, i.e. v = v‖b+v⊥ [e1 cos ζ + e2 sin ζ] ), and in different mag-
netic geometries. Here we are naturally most interested in the toroidal
geometry. These equations can be derived using a recursive technique.
The equations presented in the present section are based on [12, 13].
As earlier mentioned, the fluctuating fields can be decomposed into
an ensemble average and a fluctuation
E = E0 + δE, φ = φ0 + δφ,
B = B0 + δB, A = A0 + δA,
(3.2)
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with E = −∇φ − ∂A/∂t and B = ∇×A (in the electrostatic approxi-
mation δB = δA = 0). Similarly the distribution function of species α
is decomposed into
fα = Fα + δfα, (3.3)
where Fα is the ensemble-average of fα.
To describe the ordering of gyrokinetic theory it is convenient to
introduce the ion sound speed cs =
√
Te/mi and the ion sound Lar-
mor radius ρs = cs/Ωi ∼ ρi
√
Te/Ti. The derivation of the gyrokinetic
equation is based on an expansion of the Fokker-Planck equation in the
smallness of ρ∗ = ρs/a (remember that a is the plasma minor radius,
and thus signifies a typical length scale of the system). The ordering of
gyrokinetic theory is written as
δfα
Fα
∼ eαδφ
Tα
∼ eαvTα |δA|
Tα
∼ k‖
k⊥
∼ ω
Ωα
∼ ρ∗, (3.4)
when the ensemble-averaged quantities change only due to fluxes driven
by fluctuations of sizes described by Eq. 3.4, they must vary slowly as
∂/∂t ∼ ρ2∗.
The Fokker-Planck equation (Eq. 2.5) is written as{
∂
∂t
+ v · ∇+ eα
mα
[(E0 + δE) + v × (B0 + δB)] · ∂
∂v
}
(Fα + δfα) =
= Cα [Fα + δfα] . (3.5)
The general approach is to separate Eq. 3.5 into two components, the
ensemble-average (equilibrium) part, A, and the fluctuating (perturbed)
part, F ,
A = d
dt
∣∣∣∣
ens
Fα − 〈Cα〉ens −Dα, (3.6)
F = d
dt
∣∣∣∣
ens
δfα+
eα
mα
(δE + v × δB)· ∂
∂v
(Fα + δfα)−Cα+〈Cα〉ens+Dα,
(3.7)
where
d
dt
∣∣∣∣
ens
≡ ∂
∂t
+ v · ∇+ eα
mα
(E0 + v ×B0) · ∂
∂v
,
Dα ≡ − eα
mα
〈
(δE + v × δB) · ∂δfα
∂v
〉
ens
.
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Now ensemble averages as well as fluctuations are expanded in powers
of ρ∗
Fα = Fα0 + Fα1 + Fα2 + . . . ,
E0 = E00 + E01 + E02 + . . . ,
B0 = B00,
δfα = δfα1 + δfα2 + . . . ,
δE = δE1 + δE2 + . . . ,
δB = δB1 + δB2 + . . . .
(3.8)
Note that we can put B01 = B02 = . . . = 0 because B is used as
the basis for defining the expansion parameter ρ∗ [13], and also that
E00 = −∇φ00, E01 = −∇φ01 because of the ordering ∂A/∂t ∼ ρ2∗. It is
now possible to split Eq. 3.5 into different orders of ρ∗, and then use the
gyro-phase average defined as 〈G (R, ζ)〉R ≡
∫ 2pi
0 dζG (R, ζ) /2pi for any
function G (R, ζ).
Taking the gyro-phase average of the 0th order ensemble-averaged
equation, A0 = 0, gives the lowest order equilibrium distribution
Fα0 =
nα (ψ, θ)
(2piTα/mα)
3/2
exp
(
−mα (v −Vα0)
2
2Tα
)
, (3.9)
which is a Maxwellian in a rotating reference frame where the density can
vary over a flux surface due to the centrifugal force. Vα0 is the purely
toroidal mean flow velocity of the species. From now on we assume
that on average the plasma is not rotating toroidally and put Vα0 = 0.
Continuing with gyro-averages of higher orders of the ensemble-averaged
equation, A = 0, results in different orders of the drift kinetic equation.
From the gyro-average of the first order perturbed equation, F1, an
expression for the first order fluctuating distribution, δfα1, is obtained
in terms of the distribution of the guiding centers Hα (R) as
δfα1 (r) = −eαδφ (r)
Tα
Fα0 +Hα (R) . (3.10)
Here we can identify the first term on the right as the adiabatic response
of the perturbed distribution, whereas the second term is consequently
referred to as the non-adiabatic part. Hα (R) is determined by solving
the nonlinear gyrokinetic equation.
It is now useful to introduce the function hα (R) = Hα (R) −
eαFα0δU (R) /Tα with the gyro-averaged quantity
δU (R) ≡ 〈δφ (r)− v · δA (r)〉R . (3.11)
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The gyrokinetic equation is obtained from the next order perturbed
equation and can, in an axisymmetric toroidal configuration with negli-
gible toroidal rotation, be written as [12]
∂hα
∂t
+
(
v‖b + vd
) · ∇Hα + δvd · ∇hα −Cα [Hα] = −δvd · ∇Fα0, (3.12)
where vd is the drift velocity given in Eq. 2.2 with the E × B drift
velocity subtracted [12], and we have introduced the perturbed drift
velocity δvd = b×∇δU/B.
To make the equations self-consistent and couple the response of
different species to each other, we use the Poisson equation and Ampe`re’s
law. We introduce the scalar electromagnetic fields δA‖ ≡ b · δA and
δB‖ ≡ b · ∇ × δA and write:
Poisson equation
∇2⊥δφ (r) = −4pi
∑
α
eα
∫
d3v δfα (r,v) , (3.13)
Ampe`re’s law
∇2⊥δA‖ (r) = −4pi
∑
α eα
∫
d3v v‖δfα (r,v)
∇⊥δB‖ (r)× b = 4pi
∑
α eα
∫
d3v v⊥δfα (r,v) .
(3.14)
We approximate the perturbed distribution as δfα ≈ δfα1 from the
solution to the gyrokinetic equation (Eqs. 3.10 and 3.12).
A common approach to solve space-time differential equations is to
transform the problem into Fourier space. Then the equations can trans-
form into a purely algebraic equation. However, searching for a solution
to Eq. 3.12 this method leads to difficulties due to products of space-
dependent quantities appearing in the equation, and Fourier transforma-
tion does not lead to an algebraic equation. Instead it is assumed that
the fluctuating fields can be written as a superposition of components
in the following form,
δQ (t, r) =
∑
k⊥
δQ˜k⊥(t, r) exp (ik⊥ · r) , (3.15)
where exp (ik⊥ · r) represents rapid variations in the direction perpen-
dicular to the magnetic field, recalling the ordering k‖/k⊥ ∼ ρ∗. The
perpendicular wave vector k⊥ and δQ˜k⊥(t, r), as well as the ensemble-
average Q0, are assumed to be spatially slowly varying, i.e. δQ˜k⊥(t, r) ≈
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δQ˜k⊥(t,R). Using this (and recalling that r = R + ρ) the gyro-average
of one spectral component is found to be〈
δQ˜k⊥(t,R) exp (ik⊥ · r)
〉
R
= δQ˜k⊥(t,R) exp (ik⊥ ·R) 〈exp (ik⊥ · ρ)〉R .
(3.16)
Gyro-averages can be evaluated in terms of the Bessel functions Jm
(m ∈ Z) which can be defined through
Jm (%) =
1
2pi
∮
dτ exp (−imτ + i% sin τ) , (3.17)
and it is possible to show that e.g.
〈exp (ik⊥ · ρ)〉R = J0 (k⊥ρα) . (3.18)
Utilizing the gyro-averages of other terms of the form 〈· · · exp (ik⊥ · ρ)〉R
it is possible to rewrite δU (R) (defined in Eq. 3.11) as
δU (R) = J0 (k⊥ρα)
[
δφ (R)− v‖δA‖ (R)
]
+
v2⊥
2Ωα
[J0 (k⊥ρα) + J2 (k⊥ρα)] δB‖ (R) . (3.19)
The Bessel functions represent the finite Larmor radius (FLR) effects. A
possible approximation in the electrostatic case, when only J0 appears,
is to neglect them by putting J0 (k⊥ρα) = 1.
In the local approximation, each Fourier harmonics δQ˜k,ω exp (ik · r
−iωt) of the perturbations δQ (t, r) = ∑k,ω δQ˜k,ω exp (ik · r− iωt) is as-
sumed to be independent of the other harmonics, while in reality physical
inhomogeneities may couple them [11]. Nonlocal treatments take this
coupling into account, hence the nonlocal eigenmode is a superposition
of many coupled Fourier harmonics.
In linear gyrokinetic theory the term δvd · ∇hα, containing products
of fluctuating quantities, is neglected in Eq. 3.12. This reduces the com-
plexity substantially, but still the equations are not analytically possible
to solve even in the simplest toroidal geometry. Solving them numer-
ically is often performed only searching for the single most unstable
eigenmode.
As a last remark of this section we mention that further on in this
thesis perturbed quantities can also be denoted by ˆ (e.g. δnα = nˆα), and
the 0th order equilibrium distribution is simply denoted by fα0 (instead
of Fα0). In ballooning space the non-adiabatic part of the perturbed
distribution is denoted by g and the perturbed potential by φ.
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3.3 Ballooning formalism
Turbulent fluctuations in magnetic fusion plasmas are typically highly
elongated along magnetic field lines, but have a short perpendicular
scale [14, 15]. The parallel wave number k‖ and perpendicular wave
number k⊥ follow k‖ ∼ 1/ (qR)  k⊥ with k⊥ρi ∼ 1. Plasma per-
turbations are usually written as a superposition of components (af-
ter separating the time dependence e−iωt) according to δQ (r, θ, ϕ) =∑
n,m δQ˜n,m (r) e
i(mθ−nϕ) [16], but in toroidal geometry the poloidal
components are coupled (compare to Eq. 3.15) and the perturbation
is written
δQ (r, θ, ϕ) =
∑
n,m
δQ˜n,m (r, θ) e
i(mθ−nϕ). (3.20)
Here we use n,m ∈ Z for the toroidal and poloidal mode numbers respec-
tively, related to kϕ, kθ by kϕ = −n/R and kθ = m/r. Note that with
this representation δQ˜n,m (r, θ) has to be 2pi-periodic in θ. The tokamak
has unfavorable magnetic curvature on the outboard side, implying that
many instabilities are more easily excited at that location. This results
in a ballooning structure of the fluctuations, where the perturbations
are largest in amplitude close to θ = 0. Because of this ballooning-
like structure, it is not efficient to represent perturbations according to
Eq. 3.20. We are interested in a set of mode numbers such that m = nq,
but then the representation of δQ in Eq. 3.20 is only useful on a flux
surface where q is a rational number since the perturbation should be
2pi-periodic in θ and ϕ. For non-zero magnetic shear q is irrational at
an infinitesimal distance away from a rational surface.
Because of the elongated linear mode structure nq is large, which
implies that the rational surfaces are close to each other. Hence the
microinstabilities radially extend over several rational surfaces rather
than being localized around one. It is thus more convenient to write
the perturbation in the ballooning representation [14, 17], appropri-
ate for describing mode structures characterized by long parallel wave-
length and short perpendicular wavelength when the magnetic shear is
finite. The nth toroidal harmonic of the perturbation can be expressed
as δQn (r, θ, ϕ) = δQ˜n,m (r, θ) e
−in[ϕ−q(r)θ]. We rewrite this harmonic in
terms of an extended poloidal angle ϑ = θ + 2pij ∈ R (j ∈ Z) as
δQn (r, θ, ϕ) =
∑
θ0
∞∑
j=−∞
δQ˜B,n (ϑ, θ0) e
−in[ϕ−q(r)(ϑ+θ0)], (3.21)
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where also the ballooning angle θ0 has been introduced. ϑ is basically a
coordinate along the field line, while θ0 is the real poloidal angle where
the wave fronts are perpendicular to the flux surface. Q˜B,n (ϑ, θ0) does
not have a periodicity condition, only the requirement that Q˜B,n (ϑ, θ0)→
0 as |ϑ| → ∞. To calculate the most unstable mode it is usually enough
to consider the θ0 = 0 term, so for practical purpose we can make the
approximation
δQn (r, θ, ϕ) ≈
∞∑
j=−∞
δQ˜B,n (ϑ) e
−in[ϕ−q(r)ϑ], (3.22)
where δQ˜B,n (ϑ) ≡ δQ˜B,n (ϑ, 0).
In ballooning representation the eigenmodes are radially periodic,
which means that it is only a realistic representation if the plasma pa-
rameters are constant over the considered radial domain. Making this
approximation can be justified in the ρ∗ → 0 limit, i.e. when the plasma
size is much larger than the radial domain. This is called flattening of
the profiles, and is often used in simulations to relax the computational
task.
3.3.1 Gyrokinetic equation in ballooning space
The linearized gyrokinetic equation for the non-adiabatic part of the per-
turbed distribution gα is in ballooning space given by (i.e. g = gB,n (ϑ))
[18]
v‖
qR
∂gα
∂ϑ
∣∣∣∣
E,µ
− i(ω−ωDα−ωE)gα−C[gα] = −ieαfα0
Tα
(
ω − ωT∗α
)
φJ0(zα),
(3.23)
for a low-β, circular cross section, axisymmetric, large aspect ratio equi-
librium and in the presence of a poloidally varying equilibrium potential
φE , where only pure electrostatic perturbations are considered (φ (ϑ)
is the perturbed potential in ballooning space) and we neglect plasma
rotation. Note that the time derivative is expressed in terms of wave fre-
quency, i.e. ∂/∂t → −iω. Here fα0 = nα0(mα/2piTα)3/2 exp(−E/Tα) is
an equilibrium Maxwellian distribution function, nα(r) =
nα0 exp[eαφE(r)/Tα] is the poloidally varying density and nα0 is a flux
function. The diamagnetic frequency is defined as ω∗α = −kθTα/eαBLnα
and ωT∗α = ω∗α [1+
(
x2 − 3/2)Lnα/LTα], where x = v/vTα represents
velocity normalized to the thermal speed vTα = (2Tα/mα)
1/2. The
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magnetic drift frequency is ωDα = −2kθTα(x2⊥/2 +x2‖)D (ϑ) / (mαΩαR),
with D (ϑ) = cosϑ + sϑ sinϑ. The argument to the Bessel function is
zα = k⊥v⊥/Ωα, with k⊥ =
(
1 + s2ϑ2
)1/2
kθ, and it is responsible for the
FLR effects. The E×B drift frequency of the particles in the equilibrium
electrostatic field is ωE = −kθ
B
sϑ
r
∂φE
∂ϑ
, and was derived in Appendix A
of paper A. Note that usually this term is left out of the equation, be-
cause it only exists if there is a local poloidal (or radial) variation in
the equilibrium potential which can often be neglected. However under
certain conditions, and in particular when describing high-Z impurities,
its magnitude can be comparable to the other terms and thus have to
be included. The leftmost term of Eq. 3.23, v‖/ (qR) ∂gα/∂ϑ, is referred
to as the parallel compressibility (or parallel dynamics). Sometimes this
term does not affect the linear mode structure significantly, and it is
therefore common in simulation packages to allow for the possibility to
neglect it. This can e.g. be used when studying the toroidal ITG mode
mentioned in Sec. 3.1.1, but it can also be advantageously used to study
the impact of the term itself. Although ignoring parallel compressibility
can lead to reasonable estimates for linear growth rates, this simplifi-
cation does not give the correct nonlinear evolution of modes [11], and
should thus only be considered for linear simulations. Most of the work
in this thesis is based on Eq. 3.23, and we will return to it further on.
3.4 Turbulent fluxes
The overriding goal of transport theory in magnetic fusion plasmas is to
determine the cross-field fluxes of e.g. particles and energy. These fluxes
can be theoretically divided into collisional and anomalous components,
e.g. Γ = ΓCO + ΓAN, where the anomalous component often dominates
over the collisional. The anomalous component represents the ensemble-
average of the flux due to turbulent fluctuations [10].
Focusing on electrostatic turbulence, a potential perturbation δφ
gives rise to a perturbed drift velocity δvd = b×∇δU/B with δU = δφ
from Eq. 3.11. This produces a particle flow, which can be averaged over
a flux surface to obtain the cross-field particle flux through the surface
Γα⊥ as [13, 16]
Γα⊥ = 〈Re [δnαδv∗d · rˆ]〉 , (3.24)
where Re [· · · ] denotes the real part, ∗ the complex conjugate and rˆ is
the radial unit vector. The perturbed density is obtained by taking the
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0th moment of the perturbed distribution function, consequently it can
be seen from Eq. 3.23 (recall that φ in Eq. 3.23 corresponds to δφ here)
that δnα ∝ δφ. This can also be verified from Eq. 3.12 in the nonlinear
case. This proportionality is also true for the temperature perturbation
since it is a higher order moment of the same perturbed distribution.
We now note that we can use δv∗d · rˆ = b ×∇δφ∗/B · rˆ = ikθδφ∗/B to
rewrite Eq. 3.24 and obtain the particle flux as
Γα⊥ = −
〈
kθ
B
Im [δnαδφ
∗]
〉
, (3.25)
where Im [· · · ] denotes the imaginary part. Similarly the energy flux is
found to be
Qα⊥ = −
〈
kθ
B
nαIm [δTαδφ
∗]
〉
. (3.26)
From Eq. 3.24 we make the important observation, that if the“trans-
porter” δvd and the “transportee” δnα are 90
◦ out of phase there is no
net transport of particles. Equivalently Eqs. 3.25 and 3.26 reveal that
turbulent particle (energy) fluxes only occur when the perturbed density
(temperature) and the perturbed potential are out of phase. This leads
to the immediate conclusion that the adiabatic response, described by
Eq. 3.1, does not contribute to the cross-field particle fluxes.
As mentioned earlier, linear gyrokinetic theory is implemented by
neglecting all terms in the gyrokinetic equation containing products of
fluctuating quantities. The anomalous fluxes obtained in this theory
are referred to as the quasilinear fluxes [10]. In linear theory only the
most unstable mode is usually analyzed (although it is possible to search
for sub-dominant modes). If an instability exists, the linear growth
rate γ > 0 and the perturbed quantities δQ ∝ exp (ik · r− iωrt+ γt)
grow exponentially in time indefinitely. We realize that such a behavior
is unphysical. As the fluctuating amplitudes increase, saturation from
nonlinear mode-coupling becomes more and more important, and the
quasilinear approximation breaks down. A consequence of this is that it
is not possible calculate the absolute anomalous fluxes from a quasilinear
approach, to do that one has to resort to nonlinear transport theory. To
estimate the fluxes in quasilinear transport theory a common approach
is to estimate the magnitude of the perturbed potential based on a so-
called mixing length approximation. This procedure is a crude way of
associating an instability with a random walk picture [10].
As a final remark of this section, we note that in a local flux-tube
limit (described in Sec. 3.6) one can prove, by summing the averaged par-
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ticle fluxes over species and using Maxwell’s equations, that the anoma-
lous fluxes posses the ambipolarity property [12, 13]∑
α
eαΓα⊥ = 0. (3.27)
Ambipolarity implies that on average the electric current is zero in the
cross-field direction.
3.5 Collisions
In the absence of microinstabilities the cross-field particle and energy
transport is completely determined by collisional processes, but natu-
rally collisions play an important role in turbulent transport as well.
Due to the long range nature of the Coulomb interaction, and that the
number of particles within a Debye sphere of a plasma is large, each
particle is constantly in interaction with a large number of other parti-
cles. Small angle-scattering dominates over large deflections, and a single
particle follows a smooth trajectory. The collision operator Cα [fα] =∑
bCαb [fα, fb] describes the change in distribution fα of species α due to
interaction with all plasma species b, and is truly complicated to treat.
A realistic collision operator should conserve particles, momentum and
energy, and in its most sophisticated form Cαb is given by the Fokker-
Planck collision operator (see e.g. Eq. (3.21) of Ref. [7]). In practice
due to its complexity this form is often intractable to use, even with the
best simulation tools available, and one has to resort to simplifications.
Approximations can be made in special cases such as when the colliding
species have significantly different masses, or for a species colliding with
a Maxwellian background, but these approximations can also be diffi-
cult to implement. One crucial property of a useful collision operator
is that it should drive the system towards local thermodynamic equi-
librium. Importantly for two Maxwellian distributions fMα, fMb with
equal temperatures and mean velocities, the relative collision operator
should vanish, Cαb [fMα, fMb] = Cbα [fMb, fMα] = 0.
Due to the smoothness of Coulomb collisions, it is common to define
the collision time τ as the time required for an order unity relative
change in velocity of a particle as a result of the cumulative interaction
with other particles. The collision frequency is then defined as ν = τ−1.
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The electron-ion collision frequency can be shown to be [7]
νei ∝ e
4niZ
2
i ln Λ
20m
1/2
e T
3/2
e
, (3.28)
where 0 is the electric permittivity of free space and ln Λ the Coulomb
logarithm. Furthermore, assuming Ti = Te, it can be shown that νei =
νii
√
mi/me/Z
2
i = νiemi/me and νee ∼ νei. Since the collision frequency
is inversely proportional to T 3/2, it can be justified to neglect collisions in
hot parts of fusion plasmas such as close to the core. However, both sim-
ulations and experiments have shown that collisions can affect turbulent
transport significantly [19] and often a model of collisions should be in-
cluded for completeness. A highly simplified model, with the advantage
that it is easy to treat, is the Krook operator Cα [fα] = −ν (fα − fMα)
which simply drives the distribution towards a Maxwellian fMα. Here
the collision frequency ν can include an energy dependence.
A more advanced collision operator is the pitch-angle scattering op-
erator (or Lorentz operator)
L [fα] ≡ 1
2
∂
∂ξ
[(
1− ξ2) ∂fα
∂ξ
]
, (3.29)
where ξ = v‖/v is the cosine of the pitch-angle. This operator de-
scribes diffusion on a surface of constant velocity, thus changing the
direction but not the magnitude of the velocity vector. As an example
it is useful for describing electrons colliding with the much heavier ions,
Cei [fe, fi] ≈ νei (v)L [fe], but can be the dominant contribution in other
cases as well.
Lastly, for a system close to local thermodynamic equilibrium (when
the distribution is nearly Maxwellian, fα = fMα + fα1 with fα1  fMα)
the linearized collision operator C
(l)
αα [fα] ≡ Cαα [fα1, fMα] +
Cαα [fMα, fα1] can be useful for describing collisions between particles of
the same species. Besides being linear, and conserving particles, momen-
tum and energy, it has the important property of being self-adjoint which
means that any two functions fˆ (v), gˆ (v) satisfy
∫
gˆC(l)αα
[
fMαfˆ
]
d3v =∫
fˆC(l)αα [fMαgˆ] d
3v.
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3.6 Gyrokinetic simulations
Today several different packages exist to simulate radial anomalous trans-
port from microturbulence in tokamaks using the gyrokinetic approach,
both particle-in-cell codes as well as codes using grids are available.
In the local approximation they commonly work by specifying plasma
parameters such as the geometry and local gradients, furthermore the
temporal-and spatial domain and resolution of the simulation, number
of eigenmodes and mode numbers, etcetera. The computed output is
the perturbed quantities, mode frequencies and turbulent fluxes. The
simulation domain is typically a flux tube following the magnetic field
lines, with a radial and binormal extent. The domain size in all three
spatial dimensions has to be significantly larger than the correlation
length of the turbulence. For this type of domain it is convenient to use
a field aligned coordinate system. The plasma parameters and gradients
can be approximated as constants over the perpendicular simulation do-
main in the limit ρ∗ → 0. Local flux-tube simulations normally use
periodic radial boundary conditions, while global simulations allow for
non-periodic boundary conditions and can be useful for analyzing e.g.
non-local effects.
Linear gyrokinetic simulations typically only search for one toroidal
eigenmode, which grows exponentially and never saturates due to the
absence of nonlinear mode-coupling. This implies that it is not possible
to calculate the magnitude of the perturbed quantities, and thus neither
the absolute fluxes, in contrast to nonlinear simulations. However it is
still possible to determine if the analyzed mode contribute to inward or
outward radial transport linearly, i.e. in the absence of mode-coupling.
Linear simulations usually use an initial value technique to find the most
unstable mode, but it can also be possible to search for sub-dominant
modes using eigenvalue solvers.
Nonlinear simulations are run until the system reaches a state of fully
developed turbulence, when the fluctuating quantities have reached an
amplitude where nonlinear mode coupling becomes important. This
state is statistically independent of the initial conditions. After reaching
the turbulent state, the simulation has to continue running long enough
for the statistical properties of the output quantities to be correctly
determined.
Gyrokinetic simulation of turbulent transport is a heavy numerical
task, specially nonlinear simulations typically require vast computer re-
sources for the statistics to be good enough. Today’s rapid development
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of supercomputers have enabled a more extensive utilization of gyroki-
netic simulations, but still it is a tedious task to produce larger amounts
of nonlinear results. Linear simulations are significantly less expensive,
and can in several situations be used for qualitative predictions. To
calculate turbulent fluxes it can be useful to resort to fluid simulations
which, despite not being as accurate, normally are much faster than
nonlinear gyrokinetic simulations.
In the present thesis results are obtained from simulations with gyro
[20, 21]. gyro, developed at General Atomics, USA, is a nonlinear
tokamak microturbulence package using a fixed Eulerian grid to solve
the 5D gyrokinetic-Maxwell equations. It is able to treat a local flux-
tube domain or a global radial domain in a full or partial torus with a
general shaped plasma cross section.
3.7 Impurity transport
Impurities are ubiquitous in fusion plasmas. They enter in form of al-
pha particles (4He2+) as a rest product of the D-T fusion reaction, but
also from plasma interaction with the surrounding wall. In the core of a
fusion plasma the fusion reactivity should be high. Since impurities lead
to plasma dilution and radiative energy losses, impurity accumulation
in the core must be avoided. As mentioned earlier high-Z impurities
are particularly detrimental. In recent years it has been observed ex-
perimentally that plasma heating by RF waves close to the center can
result in a reduction of the impurity content in the core (see Fig. 3.1)
[22]. An effect which lacks a complete theoretical understanding, but
could possibly be connected to a poloidal redistribution of the impurity
species over a flux surface. This redistribution has been observed ex-
perimentally in tokamaks (see Fig. 3.1) [23]. Reference [24] includes an
explanation of how an impurity species can become poloidally asymmet-
rically distributed under ICRH of a minority species, and [25] presents a
theoretical model for the link between the asymmetry strength and the
ICRH.
This thesis addresses the topic of turbulent cross-field transport of
high-Z impurities present in trace quantities Znz/ne  1, including the
situation when a poloidally varying equilibrium potential φE is present.
The trace limit is experimentally relevant, and implies that the tur-
bulent modes driving the transport are unaffected by the presence of
the impurities. When larger quantities of impurities are present how-
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Figure 5. Ni density profile extrapolated to the stationary state for
three discharges with no power (74354), 1 MW (74355) and 3 MW
(74360) of ICRH, respectively. Profiles are normalized at their
maximum. 1 MW of RF power reduces the central peaking and
3 MW make the profile hollow.
Table 2. Other JET discharges featuring Ni or Mo LBO injection
used for general considerations of the effect of ICRH power on
impurity profiles.
Ip Bt NBI ICRH Minority
Shot (MA) (T) (MW) (MW) species LBO
58143 1.8 3.27 13.6 4.7 He3 Ni
58149 1.8 3.27 14.6 5.1 He3 Ni
66432 1.8 3.35 20 2 He3 Ni
66434 1.8 3.35 20 2 He3 Ni
68383 2.3 3.2 8.3 8 H Ni
69808 1.8 3.2 11 0 H Ni
68381 2.3 3.2 9 8.45 H Mo
higher the gradients the higher is the flattening effect on the Ni
profile. Although not as strong, dependences are found also
with q, q shear and plasma rotation, as shown in figures 8 and 9.
The dependence on q and on q shear is weak. In particular,
outward flows would be connected with higher values of q
and lower values of its shear. These dependences should be
studied in specific experiments with larger excursions of the
parameters. Other dependences, such as those on the density
gradient or shear rotation, are very poor and are not shown.
The discharges of the power scan have been carefully
analysed to check the presence of MHD modes, which could
affect both heat and particle transport. The three discharges
with 0 MW, 1 MW and 2 MW of RF power (discharges 74354,
74355 and 74356, respectively) do not show any significant
sign of activity. Discharge 74359, with 3 MW of ICRH,
features an m = 3, n = 2 mode starting 1 s before the injection
of Ni. The mode develops around r/a = 0.45. Its amplitude
is relatively small during the phase of the LBO pulse but is
enough to leave a sizeable footprint in the electron temperature
profile, like a small flattening. Only much later in the pulse,
well beyond the Ni injection, a more important (2,1) mode
is excited. Discharge 73460, with 3 MW of ICRH power, is
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Figure 6. Relationship between the parameter −v/D of Ni and the
logarithmic electron temperature gradient for the shots of the power
scan listed in table 1. A linear fit to the data is also drawn.
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Figure 7. Relationship between the parameter −v/D of Ni and the
logarithmic electron temperature gradient for the shots of the power
scan listed in table 1. The experimental results (full symbols) are
compared with the quasi-linear simulations (open circles). A linear
fit to the data is also drawn.
somewhat similar but the (3,2) mode persists only until 45.5 s,
that is in the middle of the LBO pulse that starts at 45.3 s. The
mode than evolves in a (4,3) mode before disappearing. In
discharge 73463, again 3 MW of ICRH, there is no sign of
relevant MHD modes. Summarizing, the macroscopic MHD
instabilities do not interfere with the Ni transport experiments
in the centre in all of the discharges. In two discharges with
3 MW of ICRH there is some level of activity at mid-radius.
However, in a third discharge with the same amount of RF
power the Ni behaviour at mid-radius is similar, so that it
7
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Motivation
● Poloidal variation of the impurities is often observed
(JET, ASDEX Upgrade, Alcator C-Mod, Tore Supra … )
● Impurity control is vital for present-day and future tokamaks
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‘Out-in’ vs. ‘in-out’ impurity asymmetryFigure 3.1: The left figure shows the ormalized nickel density profiles (here ρ
is the radial coordin te) for three discharges in the JET tokamak
with no heating power (74354), 1 MW (74355) and 3 MW (74360)
of ICRH, respectively (figure from [22]). The right figure illus-
trates how applying ICRH with the resonance location at the
low-field-side (highlighted with pink line), can lead to a poloidally
asymmetrically distributed impurity species in the ALCATOR C-
Mod tokamak (courtesy of M. L. Reinke).
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ever it will affect the structure of the turbulence. A model for φE is
introduced as Eq. 11 of Paper A. This model implies that the impact
of the poloidal variation is mainly on high-Z impurities due to their
high charge, while the main species remain almost unaffected. As a
consequence we can obtain the eigenvalues ω and the perturbed poten-
tial φ of the most unstable mode from linear gyrokinetic simulations
with gyro, neglecting the varying equilibrium potential. The solution
is substituted into Eq. 3.23 to give gz. To analyze the turbulent radial
impurity transport we calculate the zero-flux impurity density gradient
(the peaking factor) obtained by requiring that the flux surface averaged
linear impurity flux Γz should vanish, 0 = 〈Γz〉 ≡ −
〈
Im
[
kθ
B
nˆzφ
∗
]〉
=
−
〈
Im
[
kθ
B
∫
d3vJ0 (zz) gzφ
∗
]〉
, here nˆz is the perturbed impurity den-
sity. In other words, the peaking factor a/L0nz represents the (nor-
malized) impurity density gradient in a steady state far from impurity
sources, where a negative value implies that the impurity density in-
creases in radial direction (see Fig. 3.2). Consequently it is interesting
to look for scenarios where the peaking factor is negative close to the
plasma core.
Figure 3.2: The left figure illustrates the definition of the impurity peaking
factor a/L0nz as the value of a/Lnz when 〈Γz〉 = 0. The right fig-
ure shows how the local impurity density varies when a/L0nz < 0
and a/L0nz > 0 respectively. If a/L
0
nz ≥ 0 everywhere inside the
tokamak plasma, the impurity density profile is peaked. Other-
wise it is hollow.
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Summary
The present thesis treats aspects of turbulent radial transport of high-
Z impurities in tokamaks. In particular we study how the presence of
poloidal asymmetries affect the radial impurity transport. The main
part is devoted to quasilinear studies of electrostatic turbulence, but
also a study of electromagnetic drift waves is included.
In paper A electrostatic impurity transport close to the core in the
presence of a poloidally varying equilibrium potential φE is studied,
which introduces a non-negligible modification to the particle orbits in
the GK equation (Eq. 3.23) for high-Z impurities. A simple sinusoidal
model for φE is suggested as ZeφE/Tz = −κ cos (θ − δ), based on the
effect of minority ion redistribution over a flux surface when applying
ICRH on the low field side. Here κ is the asymmetry strength, depend-
ing on e.g. heating power and resonance location, while δ is the angular
position of the impurity maximum (δ = pi in the case of low field side
ICRH). We assume that eφE/Tα  1 implying that the main species
are almost unaffected by the varying potential, while ZeφE/Tz ∼ O (1)
so that the impurities are affected due to their high charge. The eigen-
values and perturbed potential of the most unstable mode are therefore
obtained by linear gyrokinetic flux-tube simulations with gyro in the
poloidally symmetric case, assuming large-aspect ratio and circular cross
section. We find that our baseline case is dominated by ITG turbulence.
The results indicate that the conclusions are general for any high-Z
impurity species present in trace quantities. It should be noted that
in this particular work the parallel dynamics of main ions and impuri-
ties is neglected to simplify the analytical treatment, this implies that
v‖/ (qR) ∂gα/∂ϑ = 0 in Eq. 3.23. Furthermore also FLR effects for the
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impurities are omitted by putting J0 (zz) = 1. Collisions are modeled by
a Lorentz operator. The solution from gyro is substituted into Eq. 3.23
for impurities, which is then solved using a variational approach having
the non-adiabatic distribution given by a truncated Legendre polynomial
series in the pitch angle parameter ξ = x‖/x.
The results suggest that the poloidal asymmetry strength and mag-
netic shear are the two most important parameters that affect the impu-
rity peaking. Furthermore a strong enough asymmetry can even lead to
a negative impurity density gradient in steady state, which would imply
that impurities do not accumulate in the core of the tokamak.
Paper B extends the work of Paper A analyzing the same baseline
case but keeping the ion/impurity parallel dynamics, the FLR effects
and using the more sophisticated linearized impurity-impurity collision
operator C
(l)
zz (the ordering nzZ
2/ne ∼ O (1) implies that impurity self-
collisions dominate over collisions with unlike species). A perturbative
solution to Eq. 3.23 in the small parameter Z−1/2 is constructed, keep-
ing terms up to O (Z−1). The subsequent semi-analytical expression
(Eq. (8) in paper B) for the impurity peaking factor interestingly shows
that up to order Z−1 the peaking is independent of both FLR effects and
collisionality. This expression essentially shows that the impurity peak-
ing is determined by three separate contributions: one coming from the
magnetic drifts, another from the E×B drift in the poloidally varying
equilibrium potential, and a third arising due to the parallel impurity
dynamics. It is seen that this last contribution typically leads to an in-
creased impurity peaking for ITG turbulence, while the opposite could
be expected for TE turbulence.
In paper C the analysis is focused on collisionless TE modes driven
by the density gradients or the electron temperature gradient, and in-
cludes a thorough investigation of their impact on impurity transport.
The main part of the work is devoted to quasilinear studies and the
same approximate solution for the impurity peaking factor is used as in
paper B. However to estimate the validity of the linear results we include
some results from nonlinear gyro simulations and it is found that they
conform quite well. Although the poloidally varying equilibrium poten-
tial (and the arising E×B drift) is still included in the analysis, much of
the attention of the paper is focused on the contribution to the impurity
peaking related to the parallel impurity dynamics. For TE modes this
contribution typically decreases the peaking factor, which is verified by
quasilinear gyro simulations. It is shown that the mode characteristics,
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and particularly the factor ωr/
(
ω2r + γ
2
)
, together with the safety factor
are important for determining the magnitude of the parallel dynamics
contribution. Furthermore for TE modes driven by the electron temper-
ature gradient the peaking factor is found to be close to 0 or negative,
even in the poloidally symmetric case.
In the last part of the thesis, paper D, the attention is drawn to-
wards quasilinear impurity transport driven by electromagnetic turbu-
lence, relevant in scenarios where β is high enough. Besides ITG modes
also kinetic ballooning modes (KBM) are analyzed which only appear
at finite β. Increasing β from 0 reduces the linear growth rate of an
ITG mode until a critical value is reached where a KBM becomes the
most unstable mode. For KBM modes the growth rate dependence on
β is found to be non-monotonic. The results show that the value of β
can affect the impurity peaking, and that the impurity peaking factor
is typically lower in KBM turbulence than in ITG turbulence. Further-
more we find that the charge-to-mass ratio of the impurity species affect
the peaking factor in ITG turbulence, by changing the magnitude of the
contribution related to parallel dynamics (this is expected from Eq. (8)
of paper B).
In summary this thesis analyzes the density peaking of high-Z impu-
rities present in trace quantities in tokamak plasmas. The role of electro-
magnetic effects is investigated and we show that they can significantly
affect the turbulent cross-field impurity transport. In the electrostatic
case, a semi-analytical model for the impurity peaking is introduced,
which includes the effect of a poloidally varying equilibrium potential.
Such a potential could arise e.g. when applying ICRH to a minority
ion species on the low field side, and will then cause high-Z impurities
to accumulate on the inboard side. We demonstrate that the varying
potential can affect the cross-field impurity transport considerably, and
reduce the impurity peaking. Besides the asymmetry strength, magnetic
shear is a key parameter in determining the size of this effect. Further-
more we analyze how the contribution from parallel dynamics affect the
impurity peaking. We find that its magnitude is mainly governed by the
mode characteristics and the safety factor.
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